About FloraClay, Singapore
How It All Started
“I have always been intrigued with things beautiful; flowers happen to be
one of it.
Chancing upon a website one day and fascinated by the realistic beauty and
exquisiteness of her handcrafted clay flowers, it was a gold opportune
moment when I decided to set far out to an island beautifully lined with
beaches of warm, white sand and verdant lush flora to acquire craftmanship skills under the tutelage of her greatest instructors.
The year was 2007 and and it has been an exceptional journey of floral
clay-art for me since.” -Nora, Founding Owner of FloraClay, Singapore

Our Humble Beginning
Starting out from the corner of Nora’s home, FloraClay, Singapore was
established in January 2006 with the intention of creating unique,
handcrafted clay flower masterpieces for retail to the local Singapore
market.
Outstandingly durable than fresh flowers and more life-like than paper and
fabric alternatives, creations in the initial years were handcrafted none
otherby Nora singly.
Recognising that a demand existed for both clay flower retail and
education, FloraClay then began instructing the art to those keen to
embark on a journey of floral clay-crafting on a personal, business or
recreational level.
Today, FloraClay’s creations are handcrafted by Nora and her
highly-skilled team of experts and have, through the years, gained their
own dedicated followings; for weddings, for life’s special occassions and
among those open to innovative yet creative alternative gift ideas.
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Our Programmes - Figurine ClayArt
Prefer non-floral clayart? Then figures could just do it. Take a
change and work your hands out in creating figures with clay. Our
classes include:

Minions
I’m fun, colorful, with ONE eye or TWO and I wear denim! Take
me home after you fashioned me from clay and you can give me a
name too.
The most popular choice of many, in 3.5 hours, with no experience
necessary, learn to make a Minion or two.
Course Suitability: A 3.5-hours class for learners aged 13 years above
Minimum/ Maximum Class Size: 2 pax to start/ 6 pax to a full class
Fee: Enquire within (inclusive of materials)
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Our Programmes - Floral ClayArt
Partake in our clay floral classes and create unique blooms and
arrangements. We guarantee your creations will be just as beautiful and warm. The range of our floral-based workshops include:

Hydrangea Bunch
Bold yet delicate, fresh hydrangeas wilt all too quickly in the
tropics. If you like them like we do, we can show you how to craft
life-like ones with clay in a pretty stem handle.
In 2 hours, with no experience required, learn to create lush
hydrangeas by hand.
Course Suitability: A 2-hours class for learners aged 13 years above
Minimum/ Maximum Class Size: 2 pax to start/ 6 pax to a full class
Fee: $68 per pax
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Our Programmes - Food ClayArt
Food, food and more food. Who doesn’t love to eat?
Remembering Singapore’s passion for everything food, we develop
classes with you and your favorite food in mind. Take this rare
chance to create your very own foodfare today!

1. French Pastry Series

Macaroons, Profiteroles, Opera Cake

2. Nyonya Kueh Series

Lapis, Ang Ku Kueh, Tutu Kueh, Ondeh-Ondeh, Kuih Dadar

3. Kopi Tiam Series

Clay Cup & Saucers, Toast Bread, Coffee, Half-Boiled Eggs
Course Suitability: A 2-hours class for learners aged 7 years above
Minimum/ Maximum Class Size: 6 seats/class
Fee: Promo Price of $38!
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Our Programmes SkillsFuture & Team Bonding
Wedding Bouquet 101
From pretty pastels to dramatic arrangements, a bride exudes incompleteness without a bouquet in her hands on her wedding day. Take this
opportunity and acquire skills of how you can create and arrange clay
flowers into a hand-tied posy bouquet suited for a wedding, for both your
personal or commercial use.

Flower Hand Bouquet 101
Flower arrangements beautify homes and offices and are used as
centrepieces for a table. Place a few flowers on the pantry table and voila, it
totally changes the ambience of your home. Big or small an arrangement is,
each is as important in their own way as a full scale decoration for a big
occasion.

$300

Team Bonding

Not into high impact sports? Find it tricky to get consensus or a movie? Or
nervous about twisting yourself and a colleague into pretzels for
teambonding?
How about doing something fun, unique and creative with tangible results?
Take a break from the computer and roll up your sleeves. Learn to tap into
your inner craftsmanship with claycraft and bring home a hand-made
souvenir to show tfor it.
Explore your individual style with curiosity and guidance, then help to
finish a larger scale group project with FloraClay.
Contact us at floraclaysg@floraclayonline.com to get us to customise a
corporate program aligned to your organization’s objectives.
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SkillsFuture Festival In Photos
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Have Fun Creating Peonies With Clay
Activity Instruction

1. Mix and knead white clay with a portion of coloured
clay to create the flower colour of your preference.

2. Apportion kneaded clays into 30 balls.
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3. Change each ball into a teardrop. Slide the edge
thinly from left to right, lift off from palm and twirl
the edges, beginning from the centre outwards. Then
cup each petal. Do the same for all petals.
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4. Arrange 5 petals in a fan, on top of each other,
overlapping a little and then bring petals to a turn,
meeting in the middle.
Slot in another petal and close off the first layer of
petal arrangement.

5. Start the second layer with a petal placed in between
2 petals of the first layer. Continue assembling the rest
of petals, ensuring that each petal covers a bit of the
previous petal.
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6. Take off all excess clay from the bottom and set it to dry
in a tissue ring support.
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Inspired to create more clay flowers? Enquire via our channels below:
FloraClay, Singapore
9112 7249 (Nora)
floraclaysg@floraclayonline.com
www.floraclayonline.com
FloraClaySG
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